USS Vesuvius - NCC 61985

"Games of Intrigue"
Episode Four:  "Dive, Dive, Dive"

Previously on the USS Vesuvius:

The crew of the Vesuvius are playing host to the Denadan delegation.  The Chief Scientist, Arrius, and Governor, Raphael, and the Lead General, Graphtar are on the bridge watching the events that are taking place around them.

The various Denadan’s have displayed differing reactions to the Federation and its tenets, but they seem friendly enough.

The Breen Scout vessel is powering its engines and is lifting off from the surface of Denada.  It will be in orbit in minutes.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO Royce says:
:: In the back of the bridge.  Turns to CTO and quietly says... ::
CTO:  Ready weapons

OPS Chaser says:
:: Hidden away in quarters, avoiding the Denadan’s. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: In First Officer's chair. ::

SO Lane says:
:: At her station once again, trying to find anything unusual that might indicate the location of the second ship the Captain wants them to find but keeps an eye on the Breen ship on the surface as well. ::

CIV McDonald says:
:: Stands at the back of the bridge. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: Weapons ready and shields are up

CEO Tomari says:
:: In main engineering maintaining an eye on warp engines. ::

Chief Sci Arrius says:
:: Exhales after finally digesting the shock of it all and finally becomes interested in what the crew is showing him. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods. ::   CTO:  Good.  Track their movements.  I want know if they are going to engage us.

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Keeps the Breen ship in her sights. ::

Host Governor Rafael says:
ALL:  Weapons?  What are you talking about?  What is happening?  :: Hair begins to bristle on his neck. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Moves back down to her chair. ::

XO Kelson says:
CO: Maybe our guests should be moved to a safer location, Captain...   :: Motions to others. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: Aye Ma'am. I am monitoring their weapons systems. If they come on line we will know about it

Host CO Royce says:
Gov:  It's a precaution, sir.  No need to worry.

CIV McDonald says:
:: Walks down and stands by the CO; leans in and whispers. ::   CO: Maybe I should take the delegation to the Observation lounge.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods to CIV. ::   CIV:  Please.

TO Ryan Horn says:
Governor: We are only preparing to defend ourselves, we do not provoke confrontations.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Accesses Bridge internal and external comm’s and listens. ::

Host Governor Rafael says:
CO: Very well, Captain Royce.  There is much we do not understand.  With your permission, I would like to remain here and observe.

CIV McDonald says:
Delegation: If you'd be so kind as to follow me; we'll get out of the captain and the crew’s way.

Host CO Royce says:
Gov:  Please go with our CIV.  He will take care of you

Chief Sci Arrius says:
:: Frowns. ::   Governor: I would like to see how they handle themselves...with this...conflict...I would like to "observe" as well

CEO Tomari says:
*CO*: Captain, engines look good here.

Host Governor Rafael says:
CO:  You do not wish me to stay?

SO Lane says:
:: Looks over her sensor readings trying not to listen in on the conversation. ::

Host CO Royce says:
*CEO* Good

Host CO Royce says:
Gov:  If you feel you must see what is happening, you can monitor the activities of the bridge from the Observation Lounge.

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Continues to monitor the Breen ship. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Motions the Gov to follow the CIV. ::   Gov:  Please, sir

TO Ryan Horn says:
CTO: Shall I accompany our guests as well?

Host Governor Rafael says:
CO:  We respectfully wish to remain here, captain.  You are under observation as well, here.  

Chief Sci Arrius says:
:: Frowns. ::

CIV McDonald says:
:: Starts getting impatient, but doesn't let it show. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
TO: Yes. Stay with them and ensure their safety

Host CO Royce says:
Gov:  Then I will ask that you stand to the back of the bridge.  From there you can see what is happening.  :: Looks over to the CIV. ::  CIV:  Mr. McDonald, please...

XO Kelson says:
CO: Captain, I believe we should make our presence known the Breen as soon as possible.  Let them know they are not getting away with anything.

Host Governor Rafael says:
ACTION:  The Breen Ship enters orbit on the opposite side of the planet...

SO Lane says:
:: Watches as the Breen ship continues to power up her systems. ::   CTO: Do you still have that Breen ship on your scans?

CIV McDonald says:
:: Nods to the delegation and escorts them to the back of the bridge. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Thinks eek the Br-reen. ::

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  We are ready for them, Cmdr.  I would like to see what they will do.  Besides, I don't want to frighten our guests

Chief Sci Arrius says:
:: Stand in the back away from the crew trying not to get in the way. ::

Host Governor Rafael says:
CO:  That is acceptable.   :: Motions to Arrius and Graphtar. ::   Gentlemen...   :: Walk to the aft section of the bridge. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
:: Joins the delegation at the back of the bridge. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: The ship has taken a position on the opposite side of the planet

Host CO Royce says:
:: Takes her seat. ::

Chief Sci Arrius says:
:: Smells cat fur on a console. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Whispers. ::   CO: Then they should be moved to a place where they will feel safe.  We do have business to take care of here that might disturb them.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods and thinks a moment. ::   CTO:  Do you think they detected us?

Chief Sci Arrius says:
:: Frowns and sniffs the console again. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Can feel the delegation standing behind her and doesn't like beady eyes watching her. ::

Chief Sci Arrius says:
:: Looks around from one crew member to the other. ::

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  As the Governor stated, we too are under observation.  They need to know about the Breen and the Governor requested staying here.

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: Unknown. Depends if they were looking or if they just went into position

TO Ryan Horn says:
Governor: If you have any questions please feel free to ask.

CTO Alex Horn says:
SO: I still have them on sensors via the probes

Host Governor Rafael says:
:: Sniffs the air. ::   Out loud: Is that...feline?

XO Kelson says:
CO: Very well, Captain...

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Go to Yellow Alert.

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: Aye, going to Yellow Alert

OPS Chaser says:
:: Cowers at the mention of feline on the bridge. ::

Chief Sci Arrius says:
:: Nods. ::   Governor: I am most certain it is....

SO Lane says:
CO: Captain, the Breen data is coming from the earlier probes; we're blind now that they're on the other side of the planet.

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Hits a button on her panel and brings ship to yellow alert. ::

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  Wonderful.  What have we so far?

TO Ryan Horn says:
:: Looks at the CIV. ::

CIV McDonald says:
GOV: I sense you’re not quite sure about this. Let me explain. We've had a few 'run ins' shall we say with the Breen. They are a hostile race.

Host Governor Rafael says:
Arrius:  Fascinating.  I was not aware that Felines possessed intelligence!  What a marvelous universe!

Host Governor Rafael says:
CIV:  Indeed, Sir.  The fellow I spoke to seemed civil enough.

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Continues to monitor the Breen movements. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
Governor: There is a race called the Caitians, they are a feline race, they are a member planet of the Federation.

CIV McDonald says:
GOV: You've talked with the Breen?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Crawls under her bed. ::

Host Governor Rafael says:
CIV: Why of course.  We met them before we met your Federation.  Is this of concern to you?   :: Watches reactions very closely. ::

Chief Sci Arrius says:
Governor: Though I seriously doubt they can be very intelligent...perhaps a pet or something?

CIV McDonald says:
GOV: No, not particularly. What are you talking about?

Host Governor Rafael says:
TO:  Marvelous!  I would like to meet this individual at a convenient time if they will have it.  Felines are common pets on Denada.

TO Ryan Horn says:
Governor: I will see what I can arrange for you.

Host Governor Rafael says:
Arrius:  This fellow here….   :: Points at TO. ::   …indicates there is a whole planet of them!  I suppose it IS a big universe!

SO Lane says:
CO: The probes show that the ship is definitely Breen, a small scout ship by the specifications.

CIV McDonald says:
TO: May I speak with you a moment.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Hears the conversation behind her, and makes a mental note... ::

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  Have you been able to find that second ship?

TO Ryan Horn says:
CIV: Yes.

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  My guess would be, it is the mother ship, if this is a scout.

Host Governor Rafael says:
CIV:  We spoke about your Federation, actually.  He said many of the same things I have heard this crew suggest about them.  I suspect the truth is neither.

SO Lane says:
CO: Still running scans, but it maybe cloaked by the look of it.

OPS Chaser says:
:: Hears the TO and makes a note to have a little discussion with him later. ::

CIV McDonald says:
GOV: Excuse me a minute.   :: Pulls the TO aside. ::

CIV McDonald says:
TO: I'm not liking the feeling I am getting from them.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods and thinks a moment... ::

Host Governor Rafael says:
ACTION:  A second vessel appears on the edge of sensor range...

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Notes a blip on her sensors. ::

SO Lane says:
CO: Captain, I have a ship just at the edge of sensor range.

XO Kelson says:
CO: Captain, we may lose our advantage if we wait for the Breen to make the first move.

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: Confirmed…Second ship approaching. Trying to identify now

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  Can you try and get an ID on it?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods to CTO. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
CIV: We must continue to be open with them, and be as honest as possible. This is a very touchy situation right now.

XO Kelson says:
:: Listens for ID. ::

Host Governor Rafael says:
:: Pays close attention to the events unfolding and reactions to them by the crew. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Narrows her sensors to try to get an ID on the ship. ::

CIV McDonald says:
TO: Yes I know. I get the feeling they're hiding something. I'm not sure what though

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: Unable to identify at this range

TO Ryan Horn says:
CIV: Just stay alert, so far they have been rather open with us, they didn’t hide the fact that they have talked with the Breen.

SO Lane says:
CO: Getting a signature...it's...it's...darn…it's still too far away to get an ID.

Host CO Royce says:
Self:  Damn....    CTO/SO:  Do you think it's the vessel detected earlier?

SO Lane says:
CO: New information, the second ship is on an intercept course with the Breen ship!

OPS Chaser says:
:: Wishes she were able to do her job, stupid dogs on the Bridge. ::

XO Kelson says:
CTO: We need to light that bad boy up somehow.  Isn't there a way to bring that vessel in out of the dark?

CIV McDonald says:
TO: NO, and that’s a good thing.

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  Send a message out to Star Fleet advising them of our situation.  Check and see if there are any other Federation ships in the area that could be used as backup.

CTO Alex Horn says:
XO: I can try. Let me try something

SO Lane says:
CO: Aye Captain...wait, getting an ID on that second ship now...it's a scout class Cardassian ship ma'am.

CTO Alex Horn says:
SO: Can you re-direct the probes sensors towards the new ship?

TO Ryan Horn says:
CTO: I have a suggestion.

SO Lane says:
:: Sends a message to Star Fleet informing them of the situation. ::

CIV McDonald says:
TO: We should get back to our guests.

CTO Alex Horn says:
TO: Let’s hear your suggestion

SO Lane says:
CTO: I can Alex, but it’s going to take a few minutes.

TO Ryan Horn says:
CIV: I will be right there.

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Go to Red Alert.

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: Red Alert, Aye Ma'am

XO Kelson says:
CO: With all due respect, Captain.  We could take this ship right now.  They are in Federation space after all.

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Brings ship to red alert. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Finishes her report on the Denadan’s and then checks to see that sickbay is prepared for possible injured. ::

Host Governor Rafael says:
ACTION:  The Breen Ship swings toward the incoming Cardassian Vessel and opens fire...

TO Ryan Horn says:
CTO: Anti-protons can be used to detect cloaked ships, although it has not been tried on Breen technology I think it would be worth a shot, and the deflector dish should be setup for it.

CIV McDonald says:
:: Walks back up to the group. ::   GOV: Sorry about that.

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Hearing the XO comments. ::   CO: I concur. They are invading our space. We should defend it

CIV McDonald says:
:: Looks at the Captain. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods. ::   XO:  My thoughts exactly, but there is a ship out there somewhere...

CTO Alex Horn says:
TO: Good idea, but the ship is not cloaked

XO Kelson says:
CO: I understand...don't want to tip our hand just yet, eh Captain?

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  We could do better to sit, wait and watch....

Host Governor Rafael says:
ACTION:  The Cardassians take evasive action and return fire...

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods. ::

SO Lane says:
COM: Star Fleet Command: Starfleet, this is the USS Vesuvius, we have two ships within our sensor range, one Breen and one Cardassian scout ship. Can you advise of other Federation ships in the area?

CMO Zria says:
:: Thinks about all that has been going on as she looks over the preparations and then returns to her office to prepare sedatives that are compatible with the Denadan chemistry. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Gets no response. ::   Self: Darn….

OPS Chaser says:
:: Hates not being able to help, wants to throw the Denadan’s out an airlock. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Takes the hypos and heads out of sickbay. ::   Rachelle: You're in charge until I return.

SO Lane says:
CO: Captain, the comm system is being jammed…can't reach Star Fleet Command.

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  Source?

TO Ryan Horn says:
:: Returns to the guests. ::

CIV McDonald says:
:: Steps back and looks at a terminal. ::

CMO Zria says:
<Rachelle> CMO: Yes, Ma'am.   :: Finishes with the tray she was working on. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: The Cardassians and Breen are firing at each other

TO Ryan Horn says:
Governor: You are about to see the true nature of the Breen.

CMO Zria says:
:: Walks to the turbolift. ::   Turbolift: Bridge

CIV McDonald says:
:: Taps some buttons running a high level subspace scan. ::

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Thank you, Cmdr.   XO:  We didn't have to wait long, eh?

SO Lane says:
CO: I'm pin pointing it now....

CTO Alex Horn says:
Self: At least they are blowing themselves up

XO Kelson says:
CO: Not long...yes Ma'am.

XO Kelson says:
CTO: What's the status of the fight, Commander?

SO Lane says:
:: Her fingers fly over the panel. ::   CO: It's the Cardassians ma'am.

CIV McDonald says:
:: Transfers a frequency setting to the SO. ::   SO: Try that frequency.

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Keeps an eye on the battle and prepared for defensive moves if the battle begins to involve them. ::

Host Governor Rafael says:
TO:  I think I just have.

Host CO Royce says:
SO/CTO:  Can we use those probes sent out earlier for viewing?

CMO Zria says:
:: Steps off of the lift and walks over to Lieutenant McDonald and whispers. :: CIV: How is it going with our guests?

SO Lane says:
CIV: I have it.

CIV McDonald says:
CMO: SO far so good.

XO Kelson says:
CO: So now we have two invading ships…Could be dicey if we don't get help soon.

Host Governor Rafael says:
ACTION:  The Cardassian Vessel gains the upper hand and batters down the Breen shields for boarding

TO Ryan Horn says:
Governor: You are witnessing a battle between two of the most aggressive races in the quadrant.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: We can try to reposition the probes

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Do it

SO Lane says:
CO: Thought you might ask ma'am, already working on it.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles. ::   SO:  Good...good!

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Whispers to the CO. ::   CO: For diplomatic purposes, shouldn't we come to the aid of the Breen’s?

Host Governor Rafael says:
TO:  Really?  Seems like a waste of time, this infighting.  I mean, isn't there enough room for everyone?  This is a big galaxy.

CTO Alex Horn says:
SO: Thank you

TO Ryan Horn says:
Governor: Some races don’t see it that way.

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: It might show our willingness to help to the Denadan’s

XO Kelson says:
CO: I suggest we come in hard and fast on the Cardassian ship as soon as they take over the Breen ship.  I agree with Alex, Captain.

SO Lane says:
CTO: Alex, I need you to confirm the position, sending you the numbers now.

CMO Zria says:
:: Smiles and nods...and continues to whisper. ::   CIV: As requested, I have something prepared in the event that the excitement becomes too much.

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  They are in our space, the Breen and Cardassians...

CIV McDonald says:
:: Leans in to the SO. ::   SO: Hope you might want to try the upper bands. You might get better clarity.

Host Governor Rafael says:
ACTION:  The Cardassian Vessel hails the Vesuvius...

CTO Alex Horn says:
SO: Receiving them now

SO Lane says:
:: Turns and smiles at the CIV. ::   CIV: Thanks for the assistance.

Host Governor Rafael says:
TO: Evidently not.  :: Thinks quietly. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
SO: Try a narrow band.

XO Kelson says:
CO: Captain, we really could use our Operations Officer on the bridge in this situation...

SO Lane says:
TO: I know, I know.

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: Incoming transmission form the Cardassians

Host CO Royce says:
:: Stands and approaches the viewscreen. ::

CIV McDonald says:
SO: Not a problem.

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  I know...

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: Putting it on screen now

TO Ryan Horn says:
Governor: There are several races that feel that way.

SO Lane says:
CTO: There, that should do it.

Host CO Royce says:
Cardassian ship:  This is Captain Royce of the Federation Starship Vesuvius.  What can we do for you?

SO Lane says:
:: Changes the last of the settings and watches the screen. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Works to keep from emitting negative pheromones as she watches the activity between the ships on the viewscreen. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Moves back toward tactical. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Reviews the data. ::   SO: Everything looks good. We should be able to switch over now and get a good picture

Host Glinn Markesh says:
$COMM:  Vesuvius:  I am Glinn Markesh of the Cardassian warship Gamor.  My apologies for the...sudden appearance, Captain.  We have been chasing these...terrorists for nearly a month.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Stopped just behind OPS and FCO. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Whispers. ::   CTO: Stay ready, Commander.  We both know how the Cardassians operate...

Host CO Royce says:
Markesh:  Terrorists?  What have they done?

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Whispers back. ::   XO: Rest assured I am ready. The weapons have already been locked onto the Cardassians

SO Lane says:
:: Whispers. ::   CTO: Just let me know when you want me to hit the button.

CMO Zria says:
:: Watches as the screen changes and the face Glinn Markesh appears. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Wonders how Cardassian Prime would feel if the Vesuvius would enter their space covertly to chase terrorists. ::

Host Glinn Markesh says:
COMM: Vesuvius:  These ones are wanted for piracy in open space on the Cardassian Frontier.  We have pursued them through neutral space.

XO Kelson says:
:: Nods and winks to Alex. ::   CTO: You know I will....   :: Smiles. ::

Host CO Royce says:
Markesh:  Neutral space, until now.  You are in Federation territory.

CTO Alex Horn says:
SO: Best to switch over after the transmission

SO Lane says:
:: Smiles at Alex and nods. ::

Host Glinn Markesh says:
COMM: Vesuvius:  Really, Captain?  I had not heard the Denadan people had entered an agreement with the Federation.  If that's so, we'll leave at once, when we have secured these malefactors.

CIV McDonald says:
:: Stands beside the Governor. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Stands at the back of the bridge and quietly observes the conversation between the CO and the Cardassian on the screen, while at the same time watching the reaction of the Denadan’s. ::

Host Glinn Markesh says:
<Governor Rafael> CIV:  What race is this, and why does he know about our people?

OPS Chaser says:
:: Great Cardassians and Breen and Denadan’s. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Whispers. ::   CO: The terrorists are technically under our protection if we choose, Captain.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Smiles slyly. ::   Markesh: You know as well as I their world falls within Federation Territory.  However, in the interest of good relations, I will monitor your situation.  You have 15 minutes to do what you need and leave Federation space.

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Continues to monitor the Cardassians. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Turns around to return to her chair, then pauses turning back to the screen... ::

Host CO Royce says:
Markesh:  And please leave via Breen territory

CIV McDonald says:
GOV: This is a Cardassian.

Host Glinn Markesh says:
$COMM:  Vesuvius:  I know no such thing Captain.  Our space charts show this as outside all our borders by treaty.  But I will honor your request if you'll allow us 20 minutes.  Our boarding parties are nearly finished.

SO Lane says:
:: Waits patiently to press the button on her panel to show the probe's view of the situation. ::

Host CO Royce says:
Markes:  I will grant you the 20 minutes.  Know we are monitoring your activities.

Host Glinn_Markesh says:
$COMM: Vesuvius:  Of course, Captain.  Hopefully, we will need only a few minutes more.  My teams are already securing the crew and the vessel.  We will depart momentarily.  Should we find anything of interest, we will be sure to...share it with our friends.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Turns around and makes the cut sign to the CTO. ::

SO Lane says:
:: Thinks to herself. ::   Self: Boarding parties?

XO Kelson says:
CO: I guess he has been chasing this poor terrorist so long he has forgotten how to read a space chart, Captain...   :: Laughs. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Boarding parties, where? ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: Transmission cut

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Keep close tabs on them, Cmdr.  I want to know if there is ANYthing suspicious going on.

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: Consider it done Ma'am

XO Kelson says:
:: Thinks there is plenty of suspicion to go around now. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Wonders if the CO is going to order her to the bridge. ::

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  Could be...but I'm not sure, Cmdr.  Let's keep a close eye on them.

CTO Alex Horn says:
SO: Ready to switch visuals anytime you are

Host Glinn Markesh says:
<Governor Rafael> TO/CIV:  He seemed reasonable...

SO Lane says:
CTO: Standing by Alex.

CIV McDonald says:
GOV: He is…but they can be aggressive.

XO Kelson says:
CO: Well, it's not like we need it to hold up in court, Captain.  We have some latitude out here on the frontier.

SO Lane says:
CO: Captain, I have those visuals from the probes now.

TO Ryan Horn says:
Governor: They work like that, they are nice to your face, but if you don’t watch your back, they will stick a knife in it.

TO Ryan Horn says:
Governor: They are a very deceptive race.

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  On screen.    XO:  True...we do.  And we have guests to think about.

Host Glinn Markesh says:
<Governor Rafael> CIV:  I've noticed that about pretty much everyone at some point.  Straight shooters are hard to find.

SO Lane says:
:: Brings up the probe visuals to the view screen. ::   CO: On screen ma'am.

XO Kelson says:
CO: Of course...our guests...   :: Smiles tightly at the guests. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Listens quietly and casually observes what is happening. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
:: Approaches the CO. ::   CO: Ma’am.

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  Lieutenant, any word from Star Fleet Command?

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks to the TO. ::   TO: Lieutenant?

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Begins to get an itchy trigger finger. ::

SO Lane says:
CO: Not yet Captain, but the jamming has subsided. I'm about to try to hail them again.

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
:: Whispers. ::   CO: If we could come to a oral agreement with the Denadan’s, nothing official, we could lay some claim to this space.

Host Glinn Markesh says:
$COMM: Vesuvius:  We have made some interesting discoveries you may wish to be aware of.

SO Lane says:
:: Hails Star Fleet Command again. ::   COM: SFC: Starfleet, this is the USS Vesuvius, come in please.

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: Transmission from the Cardassians

CMO Zria says:
:: Feels the tension coming from the CTO and thinks she sees flashes of hands on firing mechanisms. ::

Host CO Royce says:
TO:  That is true, however, we need to walk carefully here.  We don't need to pressure them.  Excuse me.   :: Stands and walks towards the screen. ::   CTO:  On screen

XO Kelson says:
:: Out loud… ::   Self: This outta be good...

OPS Chaser says:
:: Thinks boost the signal harmonics Hope, reinitialize the signal. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Turns to viewscreen. ::

CTO Alex Horn says:
CO: Onscreen now.   :: Presses a button and the view screen show the ugly face of a Cardassian. ::

Host CO Royce says:
Markesh:  Yes?  What have you?

SO Lane says:
:: Looks over at Sam and smiles. ::

XO Kelson says:
:: Sneaks a peek at Hope and smiles back. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
:: Returns to the Governors side. ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Looks up at the viewscreen and sees the Cardassians face once again...slowly makes her way over to where the CTO is standing. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Looks at the screen awaiting an answer. ::

Host Glinn Markesh says:
$COMM: Vesuvius:  Captain, We would like to transmit the files of the Breen ship to you for analysis. They show some VERY interesting things about Breen intention in this sector.  I'm sure your intelligence corps will appreciate the data.

CTO Alex Horn says:
:: Sees the CMO approaching and acknowledges her presence next to her. ::

OPS Chaser says:
:: Thinks don't trust them be nI oy' ::

CMO Zria says:
:: Nods in return and smiles. ::   CTO: Is everything OK, Commander?

Host CO Royce says:
Markesh:  Your assistance is appreciated.  I will allow this.

XO Kelson says:
SO: Make sure all safety protocols are set when receiving that data, Ms. Lane...

Host CO Royce says:
Markesh:  Thank you, sir.

CTO Alex Horn says:
CMO: Everything is fine. Thanks for your concern though

SO Lane says:
XO: Aye sir, of course.

Host Glinn Markesh says:
$COMM: Vesuvius: Very well.  Transmitting.  Markesh out.  Enjoy your journey, Captain.  May prosperity and peace follow you.   :: Cuts signal. ::

Host CO Royce says:
:: Nods and smiles to herself then she returns to her chair. ::

TO Ryan Horn says:
Governor: Would you be willing to enter into an agreement for a Federation diplomatic party to come here. This of course is nothing official but it does put us in peaceful terms and opens the door for talks. You are free to reject, there will be no harm if you do, and this is all your decision to make.

Host CO Royce says:
SO:  I want a full report on that ASAP, Lt.

Host Governor Rafael says:
ACTION:  The Vesuvius receive the data files and the Cardassian vessel leaves the system with the Breen vessel in tow

SO Lane says:
CO: Incoming data stream ma'am, running it through for analysis.   :: Nods. ::  Aye Captain.

XO Kelson says:
:: Narrows eyes at viewscreen. ::   CO: I don't put anything past a Cardassian.  They could try to send a virus within the data stream.

CMO Zria says:
:: Glances up at the viewscreen wondering what is really going on with the Cardassians. ::   CTO: I'm glad to hear that, I would like to see you and your daughter within the next few days though...just for a routine follow-up.   :: Hoping to help her relax somewhat. ::   How is he doing, by the way?

Host Governor Rafael says:
TO:  I must confer with my colleagues.  Let us consider what we have seen.

TO Ryan Horn says:
Governor: Certainly, that is understandable.

Host CO Royce says:
XO:  I don't either, Cmdr.  But that is for intelligence to weed through.  I hope this information is legit.

CTO Alex Horn says:
CMO: She is doing fine. Getting bigger by the day

CMO Zria says:
:: Smiles:: CTO: I'm sure she is...I should leave you to your duties.   :: Steps away so that she can continue her work uninterrupted. ::

Host CO Royce says:
CTO:  Stand down from Red alert.

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>


